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Hot off the wire! We have just gotten news that not only will the RIDE Shakedown
be celebrating it’s tenth year anniversary this year, but it will also be now be
exported to Germany for the first time! Before hitting Seattle and Quebec this year
the RIDE Shakedown will take place March 11-12 at the Olympic Stadium in
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany.

In reference to the competitions tenth anniversary, Dominic McKenna, Sales and
Marketing Director for RIDE Snowboards remarked, “We are proud to be associated
with this one-of-a-kind event, which is now celebrating its 10th anniversary. The
RIDE Shakedown imposes minimal restrictions on riders and spectators are taken to
the very heart of the action and treated to a thrill-a-minute show that’s very
accessible. That’s why the best riders, industry players and fans come out to the
event”. You get all the details on the new European twist along with North American
contest dates in the press release below.

Montreal, December 7, 2010– The year 2011 will be a defining one for the RIDE
Shakedown, one of the snowboard industry’s most exciting and anticipated
competitions, drawing the biggest names in snowboarding: 10th anniversary of the
original snowboard event, a return to the United States for a 2nd year and an
introduction of a European leg of the competition in Germany. In addition, the U.S.
and German events are now part of The Swatch TTR World Snowboard Tour,
featuring the leading snowboarders and the world’s most respected snowboard
events. With these three competitions, over $100,000 USD will be up for grabs.

 After the success of the first RIDE Shakedown in Seattle, presented at The Summit
at Snoqualmie, the DIZZLE Entertainment crew and RIDE Snowboards have made
another big play by organizing a first European edition of the event in Germany at
the Olympic Ski Jumping Stadium Garmisch-Partenkirchen, on March 11 and 12. Now
with a presence in two continents, DIZZLE Entertainment has become one of the
rare Quebec companies to have organized sporting events abroad, all sports
included.

 Thrill seekers – and there are many, since the Mont St-Sauveur two-day competition
attracted over 25,000 fans - will enjoy breathtaking feats by top riders performing
on the rails and projecting into the wide open space for the Big Air.

 “It all started at Mont Saint-Sauveur ten years ago, and you can be sure that we
plan on celebrating this milestone big time with all our loyal fans,” stated Patryck
Bernier, cofounder of DIZZLE Entertainment and organizer of the RIDE Shakedown.
“Since 2002, the RIDE Shakedown has experienced remarkable growth. Backed by
riders, the industry and the public, the RIDE Shakedown has made a name for itself
and will continue to do so.”

 “We are proud to be associated with this one-of-a-kind event, which is now
celebrating its 10th anniversary. The RIDE Shakedown imposes minimal restrictions
on riders and spectators are taken to the very heart of the action and treated to a
thrill-a-minute show that’s very accessible. That’s why the best riders, industry
players and fans come out to the event,” explained Dominic McKenna, Sales and
Marketing Director for RIDE Snowboards in Canada, the competition’s title sponsor.

 Both top-ranked riders and rookies will be hitting the slopes during the Oakley
amateur qualification round of the RIDE Shakedown to fight for a spot in the
semi-finals where they compete against the invited pros. Quebecer Sébastien
Toutant (L’Assomption, QC) is a prime example, since he walked away with the top
prize among the Ams and pros when he was just 13. Today, Toutant is now one of
the leading figures on the international snowboard scene.

 For amateur riders who would like to follow in his footsteps, qualification rounds
will be held across Quebec throughout winter. The qualification schedule will be
available on the RIDE Shakedown website at www.rideshakedown.com
<http://www.rideshakedown.com/>  .

 Dates of the three 2011 RIDE Shakedown events

March 11-12, Europe (Germany, Olympic Stadium in Garmisch-Partenkirchen): First
European edition. Same format as the original, with a European twist;

March 18-19, United States (The Summit at Snoqualmie, located 45 east of Seattle):
Second US edition. New this year: a music stage at half-time;

April 1-2: Canada (Mont Saint-Sauveur, Quebec): RIDE Shakedown presented by
Videotron, the original event’s 10th anniversary featuring a host of surprises!

Unique competition format

What makes the RIDE Shakedown such a hit and a cut above the rest is its
unparalleled competition format. The concept: a laidback, live-it-up event with
minimal restrictions on the riders. Spectators are taken to the very heart of the
action and treated to a thrill-a-minute show that’s eminently accessible. At the
RIDE Shakedown, riders are required to master two different disciplines: Big Air and
rail featuring a rail with various surface textures to be revealed only on the first day
of competition. Competitors and fans alike look forward to the moment. While pros
are the main attraction, amateurs are also in the game, as they valiantly battle it
out in an attempt to make a name for themselves. Every winter, new talent is
discovered!

Partners

The 10th Canadian edition of the RIDE Shakedown was made possible through the
support of title sponsor RIDE Snowboards, as well as presenting sponsor Vidéotron,
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